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Abstract
The recently developed titanium-in-quartz (TitaniQ) geothermobarometer of Wark and Watson
(2006) and Thomas et al. (2010) has the potential to be applied to a wide range of igneous and
metamorphic rocks. For Ti concentrations > ∼10 ppm, the concentrations can be measured using an
electron microprobe, but lower concentrations are below detection limits and require techniques such
as laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) or secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS). SIMS is ideal for this purpose as it maximizes lateral and depth resolution. We
used SIMS to analyze synthetic quartz crystals characterized for Ti concentration by electron probe
(18–813 ppm Ti) and compare this calibration to the commonly available NIST 61X glasses using both
high mass resolution (HMR) and conventional energy filtering (CEF) techniques. We used a primary
beam of 16O– ions and detected positive secondary ions. During HMR sessions, the mass spectrometer
was operated at a mass resolving power (M/∆M) of ~2000 to separate molecular ions from elemental
Ti peaks. For CEF analyses, the instrument detected secondary ions sputtered from the sample with
excess kinetic energies of 75 ± 20 eV. Titanian quartz measurements reveal general homogeneity and
a linear increase in Ti+/Si+ ion ratios with increasing Ti concentrations. Background signals represent
0–1 ppm. The slopes of the calibration curves for the titanian quartz crystals are ∼70% of the curves
constructed using NIST glasses, indicating a much higher ion yield for Ti from the glasses compared
to the simple oxide of silicon. We demonstrate, however, that a simple correction factor allows NIST
glasses to be used to quantitatively determine the Ti concentrations of quartz (with 3.8% error using
HMR, and 8.2% error using CEF) until homogenous, well-characterized samples of SiO2 become
generally available.
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Introduction
Geothermobarometric techniques involving local equilibria
between stable mineral assemblages have been applied to both
igneous and metamorphic rocks for several decades (e.g., Boyd
1973). One of the recurring difficulties in geothermobarometry
is that many igneous and metamorphic terranes lack the minerals
necessary to apply suitable thermobarometers. Quartzo-feldspathic igneous and metamorphic rocks, for instance, may lack
sufficient Al to produce the metamorphic index minerals (garnet,
kyanite, andalusite, sillimanite, etc.) common to metapelites.
Another difficulty is that many minerals become closed to reequilibration at ~500 °C, below which elemental diffusion is too
sluggish unless recrystallization is pervasive. This leaves a gap
in applicable thermobarometers for lower greenschist to lower
amphibolite facies conditions, and yet the majority of exhumed
lower crustal rocks experienced these metamorphic conditions
at some point during their exhumation histories.
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The recent development of a titanium-in-quartz (TitaniQ)
geothermobarometer, based on the pressure and temperature
dependence of Ti substitution for tetrahedral Si in quartz (Wark
and Watson 2006; Thomas et al. 2010), largely circumvents both
of these issues. Not only is quartz a common mineral in most
igneous and metamorphic rocks, it is also one of the weakest
minerals and deforms plastically under nearly all metamorphic
conditions. Specifically, crystal-plastic deformation in quartz
may occur down to temperatures of ~280 °C, whereas other
common minerals such as feldspar cease to deform plastically
below ~450 °C (Behrmann and Mainprice 1987; Stipp and Kunze
2008). Additionally, the plastic deformation mechanisms that occur in quartz at low temperatures (e.g., volatile-assisted diffusion
creep, or dislocation creep) may facilitate Ti equilibration, even
at conditions where static diffusion of Ti is predicted to be slow
(e.g., Cherniak et al. 2007). TitaniQ is thus a very promising thermobarometer for estimating the pressure-temperature conditions
for rocks deformed under lower greenschist to mid-amphibolite
facies, particularly for felsic rocks that lack aluminous phases.
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